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The sun heats our mother Earth as she rotates daily, warms her evenly,  constantly.  

These incidents, heat and rotation, cause pockets of air to rise, to be replaced by 
other air not as warm. It has been that way for as long as I can remember, 

 maybe even longer. But thats where wind is generated,  
I’m pretty sure, because you see, 

I cannot see wind and its companion air.  
Air exist without wind, and yes, wind is completely dependent on air.  

It’s not a mystery, but a fact. 
 

All this relates back into biblical times, in one vaguely recorded event. In the story 
of Creation, there is a failure to tell of this smaller incident, the dividing of colors 

between all things created. Full details are too long to relate there or here, 
 that’s why the first 31 lines of Genesis skips that recounting.  

It was during the second and third day that it was decided to create colors, 
  distribute each to things the Creator found good. When it came to air, all colors 

had been distributed, to sea, land, and dwellers there, so air was left colorless, 
without objection. 

 
Thus in viewing a distant hill, star or the moon, air does not interfere with those 

pieces of Creation, because we see through the air and its companion wind. 
 

Oh I know, when wind blows the hat off a man, lifts a girls dress,  
causes leaves to dance,we laugh to see the result, but cannot see the wind.   
Don’t get me wrong, I know wind exists.   I can see its effect, but not it. 

Without air, wind would not exist.  To repeat, all know 
 wind depends on the work of air for its existence. 

 
Air, through its motion as wind, does pick up small  particles of dust from earth, 

suspends this in vapors of water from the ocean, rivers, creeks, even puddles.  
Until a certain level of density exists in these particles, they too remain colorless, 
rise to the upper atmosphere, where they gather until dense enough to become a 

cloud. There we can see air, and its motion. And as this ever changing form,   
now all other creation allow air to share their colors  

through that glow of sunlight upon the cloud.   
Yes on a cloudless day, air, as wind, moves obediently from west to east, unseen, 
always refreshing mankind’s face, body, land . Hooray for air and its slave wind. 

 



 Aren’t you glad air was not colored? 
 

  


